DU Speaks Justice Nomination

DU Speaks Justice is a digital project in which we invite individuals making a difference on our campus and across the globe to be videotaped for approximately 3-minutes offering healing words against hate and/or healing words for peace: Drawing on their project, research, or personal experiences, participants share ideas that encourage positive changes in how people treat one another, including (but not limited to) insights about identity, difference, injustice, hope, prejudice, and/or respect.

Know of someone whom we should feature in a 3-minute DU Speaks Justice video?
Please fill in, or have them fill in, the fields below.

Name of Person Making the Nomination:

Email and/or Phone number:

Name of Nominee (if different from above):

Email and/or Phone number:

Relation of Nominee to DU, Denver, or CO: (e.g. is this person a student at DU, a visiting scholar, a community member, etc.?)

Brief description of what makes this nominee a great fit for a DU Speaks Justice taping (e.g. in what way does their work or experience speak to questions of identity, difference, injustice, hope, prejudice, and/or respect):

Please drop off your completed form to Sturm Hall 157 or email the nomination to CJS at cjs@du.edu. You can also complete the form online by visiting our webpage and finding DU Speaks Justice under Current Initiatives: http://www.du.edu/ahss/cjs